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a b s t r a c t

The main purpose of the work has been to qualitatively and quantitatively analyse the influence of
longitudinal tangential vibrations on friction and driving forces in a sliding motion. Computational
models were developed and implemented in a combined Matlab-Simulink environment. Both the
dynamic Dahl’s and the Dupont’s and classical Coulomb’s friction models were used. The influence of
vibration velocity amplitude on the friction force in the presence of tangential longitudinal vibrations
and on reduction of the driving force in sliding motion was analysed. It revealed that the commonly
accepted view that the reduction of the average friction force is a consequence of cyclic changes in the
sign of the friction force vector, only when the amplitude of vibration velocity is greater than the sliding
motion velocity, is erroneous. The phenomenon was also observed without any changes in the sign of
friction force vector. The results of simulations were compared with experimental data obtained with
the use of a test rig specifically designed for the work. The Dahl’s friction model led to the best
correlation.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The influence of vibrations on the static friction force and on
friction force in sliding motions is well known and has been
theoretically analysed and practically utilised for decades. It has
been determined through experiments and theoretical analyses
that a strict two-sided mutual relationship exists between friction
and vibration. On one hand, friction in an operating mechanical
system may be the source of a vibration and predominantly
undesirable e.g. stick-slip. On the other hand, the magnitude
and characteristic of the friction forces can be substantially
changed by imposing high frequency micro-vibrations onto the
system.

The described phenomenon has been the subject of broader
analyses for more than half a century. In 1952 Baker et al. [1]
determined that under the influence of small-amplitude forced
mechanical vibrations the coefficient of static friction in the
system had been minimised to almost zero. In 1959 Fridman
and Levesque [2] demonstrated experimentally that ultrasonic
vibrations may also significantly reduce the friction force. Whilst
conducting experiments with vibrations in the frequency range

between 6 and 42 kHz, forced perpendicular to the contact sur-
face, they showed that the static friction coefficient of dry contact
was almost zero.

Rapid development in nanotechnology has led to friction
phenomenon on both micro- and nano-scale contact areas to be
reported. Such investigations have a particular relevance to
commonly used micro- and nano-electromechanical scanning
probe techniques (MEMS/NEMS) in which traditional lubricants
can unfortunately not be used as they increase the magnitude of
friction and adhesion forces.

Comprehensive reviews in this domain have been published
by Urbakh et al. [3] and Gnecco et al. [4]. Hesjedal and Behme
[5,6] demonstrated that utilising the Rayleigh surface acoustic
waves it is possible, at sufficiently high amplitude, to attain a
complete elimination of static friction at micro-contact. They
determined that this effect originates just from the normal
component of vibrations. Gnecco and Socoliuc demonstrated that
at an atomic scale a significant decrease of the friction and
adhesion forces can be achieved through electro-capacitative
actuation [7,8] as well as mechanical vibrations [4] excited in
the normal direction through the use of a piezoelectric element.
Such effect is observed in both vacuum and ambient conditions.

In the case of sliding motion at the macro-scale the influence
of vibrations normal to the contact surface was investigated by
researchers such as Pohlman and Lehfeld [9], Godfrey [10], Hess
and Soom [11], Tolstoj et al. [12], Budanov et al. [13] and recently,
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Grudziński and Kostek [14] and Qu et al. [15]. Pohlman and
Lehfeld stated, however, that significantly greater influence on
the friction force in sliding motion than vibrations normal to the
contact surface have tangential vibrations. Effect of these vibra-
tions on the level of friction forces reduction was the subject of
Mitskevich’s [16] investigation.

Later this topic was also investigated, amongst others, by Skare
and Stahl [17], Katoh [18], Sase et al. [19,20], Mutuonga [21],
Siegert and Ulmer [22,23], Kutomi et al. [24], and in the current
century, by Littmann et al. [25–27], Kumar and Hutchings [28],
Tsay and Tseng [29] and by the authors of this work, Gutowski
and Leus [30–34] as well as Popov et al. [35] and the above cited
Qu et al. [15]. The latter demonstrated experimentally that the
extent of friction reduction (decreases in the friction coefficient)
in sliding motion at the micro-scale, under the influence of
ultrasonic vibrations, significantly depends on the atmospheric
pressure. They found out that the friction coefficient decreases
as the atmospheric pressure reduces. This effect was observed to
be significantly more pronounced for normal than tangential
vibrations.

Three major theories exist to describe mechanism responsible
for reducing friction resistance, at macro-scale, in sliding motion
in relation to the direction of applied vibrations. In the case of
vibrations normal to the contact surface, reduction in the friction
force is frequently explained via reduction in the coefficient of
friction. Alternative explanations focus on increase in the average
distance between friction surfaces which reduces the average
magnitude of the normal interaction [11,12]. In the case of
longitudinal tangential vibrations, opinion prevails that the
decreases in the friction force occur as a consequence of cyclical,
instantaneous changes in the vector of the force, taking place
in any period of these vibrations when the amplitude of the
vibration velocity is greater than that of the sliding motion
[16,17,21,25–28]. This phenomenon has been denoted as the
‘‘friction vector effect’’. In the case of transverse vibrations it is
generally accepted that decrease in the friction resistance occur as
a consequence of changes in direction of the vector of the friction
force around the sliding direction separating it into two compo-
nents: one parallel and one transverse to the direction of motion,
and as a consequence only a partial interaction can take place in
the direction of the motion [21,25–28].

Micro-vibrations of high frequency, particularly ultrasonic,
have been utilised in numerous technological processes asso-
ciated with mechanical interaction between bodies. Examples
include in machining (e.g., in turning or drilling) to reduce
frictional forces between the tool and the machined piece, or
between the tool and the chip. Considerable gains can be achieved
including reduction in power consumption, increases in tool
lifetimes as well as an improvement in quality (e.g. smoothness)
of the machined surface. In the case of plastic forming the micro-
vibrations are utilised for both, minimisation of the external
friction—between the tool and the material formed, and for the
reduction of the internal friction within the processed material.
Wires or tubes can be drawn with multi-fold reduction in the
force needed for the actual process simply by including vibra-
tions. Screws can also be tightened with considerably less torque
through an instantaneous reduction in the friction forces supplied
by micro-vibrations.

Conversely reduction in friction forces, particularly in an
uncontrolled manner through vibrations, is not always desirable,
e.g. in dismountable joints of machine elements it can lead to
loosening of connections (undoing screws or nuts), during a
machine’s operation, which may ultimately lead to the machine
being damaged.

The level of friction reduction in sliding motion under the
influence of forced vibrations may vary considerably. There may

be no reduction at all, or it may be so large that the value of the
friction force in the presence of forced vibrations might be
manifold lesser than the actual value of the force in sliding
motion carried out without vibrations. It is due to the fact that
the magnitude of the change of friction force under the influence
of vibrations depends not only on the vibrations parameters such
as the frequency and amplitude and their direction, but also on
the relative velocity of the motion between the moving object and
the support, as well as on contact parameters such as the rough-
ness of surfaces in contact, or the contact rigidity, and others.

Such multitude of factors influencing the ultimate effect of
forced vibrations on the friction force leads to the fact that
regardless of global interest of many research centres in this
topic and regardless of numerous studies dedicated to theoretical
analyses and experimental investigation of this subject, until now
the mechanism of reduction of the friction force under influence
of vibrations is still not yet fully investigated or fully identified.
This creates significant difficulties in the conduct of simulational
analyses due to their insufficient consistency with experimental
results.

One of the reasons for this is the fact that as a rule, in
estimations in which friction forces are considered, the simplified,
i.e. static friction models based on the Coulomb’s model of friction
are assumed. In these models deformation in the contact zone of
two bodies moving in relation to one another is not taken into
account. Significantly better results can be achieved by conduct-
ing the analyses using dynamic friction models, such as: the Dahl
model [36,37], the LuGre model [38], or the Dupont model [39,40]
in which the real elasto-plastic characteristics of the contact are
considered.

In this work, through the means of computational analysis
carried out with the use of dynamic friction models, the authors
undertook the task of explaining the phenomenon of reduction of
the drive force needed to initiate a body’s sliding motion and
required to maintain such motion, under the influence of forced
longitudinal tangential vibrations of high frequency. Such effect is
frequently described as the reduction of the average friction force.

Simulations were carried out in a Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment. The results achieved through computational estimations
were compared to experimentally measured data. It is shown that
the reduction of the drive force in sliding motion under the
influence of forced longitudinal tangential vibrations, identified
with the reduction of the average friction force, may take place
without a change in the sign of the friction force vector.

2. Experimental investigations and their outcomes

The main objective of experimental investigations presented
in this work was to determine quantitative variations in the
driving force Fd of a given body during its sliding over support
after imposing vibrations to the support in the direction aligned
with the realised motion. The second objective was the examina-
tion of changes in sliding friction force, FF, taking place at the
contact of the sliding body with the support under the influence
of the imposed tangential longitudinal vibrations.

The investigations were conducted using a novel experimental
stand specifically designed by the authors of this work. A detailed
description of the stand is provided elsewhere [31], however
Fig. 1 shows an image of its mechanical part.

The main component is a specifically designed sliding pair
whose upper specimen is moved over the ball-bearing supported
slide constituting a lower specimen which can be exited into
vibrations aligned with direction of the motion of the upper part.
The sliding pair has been designed according to finite elements
modelling results to ensure that the most uniform achievable
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pressure is attained on both interacting surfaces under external
loading normal to the contact surface. The overall contact area is
1200 mm2.

The upper specimen of the sliding pair, in the shape of a
rectangular prism, slides over the lower specimen via a system
comprising of a linear guide EPX40, a step-motor with a gear box,
a driver and a power unit controlling the work of the motor. The
entire system is controlled by a computer and MONOPACT LT
controller. The lower specimen is excited into high frequency
vibrations by a piezoelectric element. The signal is generated and
controlled by the DS1104 control & collect card. The driving force
is measured by a ring dynamometer. In order to control the
transfer of vibrations from the lower to upper specimen,
the accelerations of both the bodies are measured. Tests can be
conducted under variable normal contact pressure which can be
adjusted in a step-wise or continuous mode.

Fig. 2 presents the experimentally determined driving force
characteristics in the three following consecutive stages of sliding
of an upper part of sliding pair over its lower part, for four
measurement variants. All measurements were conducted at a

drive velocity vd¼0.62 mm/s. The value of normal pressure has
been pre-set at p¼0.031 N/mm2. At each measurement variant,
the first and third stage of sliding was conducted without
vibrations of the lower specimen whilst the interim, i.e. second
stage—under forced harmonic vibrations at a constant frequency
f¼3900 Hz. In the presented measurement variants the ampli-
tude va of the velocity of forced vibrations was equal to 0.20, 1.06,
1.94 and 6.46 mm/s.

It is apparent from the characteristics presented that in the
case when amplitude of velocity of forced vibrations is greater
than the drive velocity (va4vd, in Fig. 2b–d), the excitation of
longitudinal tangential vibrations caused a significant decrease in
the driving force. Such effects did not occur when vaovd (Fig. 2a).
It is seen then that the magnitude of the force reduction, at a
given sliding velocity, significantly depends on the amplitude va,
of the velocity of forced vibrations of the support. The greater
such amplitude, in relation to the nominal velocity of sliding of
the upper specimen of the sliding pair, the greater is resultant
reduction of the driving force.

Based on characteristics determined by varying the magnitude
of the amplitudes va, of the velocity of forced vibrations at a pre-
determined frequency f of such vibrations and at pre-determined
nominal drive velocity vd of the upper specimen and pre-deter-
mined contact pressure in the direction normal to the sliding
contact it is possible to develop master curves representing the
relationship between driving force and amplitude of longitudinal
tangential vibrations. Such relationships will be presented in the
further part of this work during discussion and verification of the
simulating analyses results.

During the investigations, together with measurements of the
driving force, changes in acceleration €x of the sliding specimen
were also measured in the direction of the sliding motion.
Consequently, it was possible to determine the profile of the
forces of inertia Fi of this specimen (Fi ¼#m $ €x) at each instance
of its movement over the motionless or vibrating support. Know-
ing the characteristic of the driving force and that of the force of
inertia of moving specimen it is possible, utilising the Newton’s
second law of dynamics, to determine the time-related variability
of friction forces acting on the specimen at its surface in contact

Fig. 1. Photo of the mechanical part of the ready for investigation test rig: 1:
upper sample, 2: bottom sample, 3: vibration exciter, 4: ring dynamometer, 5:
fixed base, 6: driver, 7–9: accelerometers.

Fig. 2. Profiles of the driving force Fd at drive velocity vd¼0.62 mm/s for various variants of forced vibrations velocity: (a) va¼0.2 mm/s, (b) va¼1.06 mm/s,
(c) va¼1.94 mm/s and (d) va¼6.46 mm/s.
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with the support. Examples of the experimentally determined
time characteristics of FF, Fi and Fd are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The results achieved from experimental investigations were
used for the verification of computational procedures elaborated
in the Matlab/Simulink environment which facilitated simulating
analyses to be carried out regarding the variability of driving force
and friction force taking place under the sliding motion of forced
longitudinal tangential vibrations.

3. Models and principal mathematical relationships

Three simple models of friction were utilised in the computa-
tional procedures developed here. The first of these, treated as a
reference, was the classical Coulomb friction model which
assumes that the contact zone of the sliding body is non-deform-
able. It was shown, however, during dynamic analyses, that
this model is not sufficiently accurate. Hence, for further inves-
tigations two other, so-called dynamic friction models were
adopted: the Dahl model [36,37] and the Dupont model [39,40]
which, as distinct from the static models are considering the real

elasto-plastic properties of the contact zone (Fig. 4), and in
particular its tangential contact compliance and the phenomenon
of so-called presliding effect.

It has been assumed in the analyses that a body of mass m is
moved over the vibrating support through the use of a mechanical
drive of known elastic characteristic—the stiffness coefficient kd

of the driving system is known (Fig. 5a). The damping of the
system has been assumed to be zero (hd¼0). It has been also
assumed that the point B of the attachment of the driving force Fd

is moving at the pre-determined speed vd. The distribution of
forces acting upon a sliding body is given in Fig. 5b.

A vector equation of sliding motion of a body moving in a
stationary reference system 0xy (Fig. 5) has the following form:

m a
!¼ F

!
dþ F
!

gþ F
!

eþ F
!

Fþ F
!

N ð1Þ

where m is the mass of the body, a
!

is the acceleration, F
!

d is the

driving force, F
!

g is the force of gravity, F
!

e is the external load

perpendicular to the sliding surface, F
!

F is the friction force and

F
!

N is the support’s normal reaction.

Fig. 3. Experimentally determined characteristics of forces Fd, Fi and FF during sliding the specimen over the motionless and over the vibrating support; f¼3900 Hz,
va¼3.44 mm/s, vd¼0.62 mm/s and p¼0.054 N/mm2.

Fig. 4. Elasto-plastic properties of contact: (a) real contact, (b) normal compliance characteristic of contact and (c) shear compliance characteristic.
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From the above, a scalar equation of this body’s motion along
the 0x axis is achieved in the following form:

m €x ¼ Fd#FF ð2Þ

During its motion over the vibrating support the sliding body
is also subjected to vibrations as a result of the transfer of
vibrations from the support. Consequently, the driving force Fd

does not have the constant value. It is a function of a variable,
elastic deformation of the drive’s components. Assuming a linear
characteristic of the elasticity of the driving system, the value of
this force is proportional to the magnitude of elastic deformation
l of its components. In the estimated model, the magnitude of
this deformation relates to the relative displacement of A and
B-ends of an elastic component modelling the drive (Fig. 5).

l¼ xB#xA ¼ vdt#x ð3Þ

From the above, the magnitude of driving force can be estimated
from the following relationship:

Fd ¼ kdl¼ kdðvdt#xÞ ð4Þ

In the Coulomb model it is assumed that the friction force FF is
described as follows:

FF ¼ mFN sgnðvrÞ ð5Þ

where vr is the relative velocity of sliding body and that of
vibrating support and m is the coefficient of static friction.

The relative velocity vr of the sliding body in relation to
vibrating support equals to the difference of velocity _x of this
body, and velocity _u of vibrations of the support in the sliding
direction x, and hence:

vr ¼ _x# _u ð6Þ

Eq. (2) of motion of a body over vibrating support in the case of
Coulomb static model of friction, after considering relationships
(4) and (5) attains the following form:

m €x ¼ kdðvdt#xÞ#mFN sgnðvrÞ ð7Þ

It is assumed in Dahl [36] and Dupont [39] dynamic models of
friction that the magnitude of friction force FF is associated in a
real manner with the elastic strain z of the contact measured in
the sliding direction (Fig. 6) and is described through the

following relationship:

FF ¼ ktz ð8Þ

where kt is the coefficient of stiffness in the tangential direction,
and z is the elastic strain of the contact in sliding direction.

Equation of motion of a sliding body in this case attains the
following form:

m €x ¼ kdðvdt#xÞ#ktz ð9Þ

In Dahl and Dupont models it is assumed then that a relation-
ship exists between the velocity of elastic deformation of the
contact _z ¼ dz=dt and the relative velocity vr of sliding body in
relation to the support. This relationship, in the case of Dahl
model, is expressed as follows [36]:

_z ¼
dz
dt
¼ vr 1#

kt

mFN
sgnðvrÞz

! "a

ð10Þ

whilst in the case of Dupont model, by the following relationship
[39]:

_z ¼
dz
dt
¼ vr 1#bðz,vrÞ

kt

mFN
sgnðvrÞz

! "a

ð11Þ

where a is the parameter determining the shape of relationship
between tangential displacements and tangential force. Bliman
[41] states that for brittle type materials the magnitude of this
parameter is in the region of 0rao1 whilst for ductile type
materials aZ1. The method for determining the bðz,vrÞ function
in consecutive stages of tangential displacements is described in
work [39].

In simulating computations it has been assumed that vibrating
motion is harmonic and has the following form:

u¼ u0 sinðotÞ ð12Þ

where u0 is the amplitude of forced vibrations, whilst o¼ 2pf ,
where in turn f is the vibrations frequency.

Hence, the velocity of forced vibrations is described by the
equation:

_u ¼ u0o cosðotÞ ð13Þ

Fig. 5. Model assumed in simulation computations: (a) realisation of sliding motion and vibration excitation and (b) distribution of forces acting on sliding body.

Fig. 6. Modelling of contact zone in Dahl’s and Dupont’s model of friction: (a) real contact, b) modelling of asperities in contact zone and (c) elastic strain ‘‘z’’ of contact
zone in presence of longitudinal vibrations of foundation.
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where the product u0o is the amplitude of the velocity va of these
vibrations, and hence:

va ¼ u0o¼ 2pf u0 ð14Þ

4. Simulating analyses

Utilising relationships (2)–(14), a computational model has
been developed in the Matlab/Simulink environment, which has
been used for numerical analysis of the influence of tangential
contact vibrations on the drive force and friction force in the
presence of forced longitudinal tangential vibrations. Examples of
computations are presented as master curve characteristics in
Figs. 7–14.

Fig. 7 illustrates the time characteristics of displacements xA

and velocity vA of the sliding body, the characteristics of drive
velocity vd, velocity of the vibrating support vv and the relative
velocity vr as well as time characteristics of the friction force FF

determined for the Dahl and Coulomb models. These diagrams are
generated in those cases when the amplitude va of vibrations
velocity is less than the drive velocity vd. Figs. 8 and 9, in turn,
illustrate corresponding characteristics for those cases when the
amplitude of vibrations velocity is greater than the drive velocity.

It can be seen from the presented results that in the case of
sliding motion proceeding under forced longitudinal tangential
vibrations at the velocity amplitude va less (or equal) than the drive
velocity vd, the computed values of friction forces do not depend on
the assumed friction model. The friction force during sliding retains a
constant value FF ¼ mFN ¼ const, which means that under such
conditions the forced vibrations do not influence its time runs.

A completely different situation is observed when the ampli-
tude of velocity of forced longitudinal tangential vibrations is
greater than the drive velocity (va4vd). It appears that in such a

case the friction force does not retain constant value during
sliding of a given body over vibrating support, but undergoes
cyclic changes. Simultaneously, the results of computations
clearly depend on the friction model assumed. For the Coulomb
model, each change of the sign of relative velocity vr of sliding
motion caused by the forced vibrations is associated with the
immediate change of the sign of friction force vector whilst an
absolute value of this force remains unchanged.

The results of friction force computations carried out with the
use of dynamic friction models such as the Dahl, Dupont or LuGre
models show that a change of the friction force profile in the
presence of longitudinal, tangential contact vibrations is not step-
wise, when condition va4vd is satisfied, but rather continuous. At
small differences between va and vd, after the relative velocity
attains a zero-value (i.e. after vr drops to zero) the instantaneous
magnitude of the friction force is gradually reduced to the
minimum value but without the change of sign (Fig. 8c). The
minimum value of the friction force is achieved at the moment of
consecutive passing of relative velocity through the zero-magni-
tude, after which the friction force starts to gradually increase.

At large differences between va and vd, after the drop of
relative velocity to zero, the instantaneous magnitude of friction
force starts to gradually reduce to zero, after which a change of its
sign takes place associated with its increase in the opposite
direction (Fig. 9c). After attaining the maximum magnitude (with
a changed sign, however) which takes place at a consecutive
zeroing of relative velocity (vr¼0), a gradual decrease of the
friction force commences, followed by the passing through zero
and then, its gradual increase to the maximum value; the latter is
attained at a consecutive change of relative velocity sign (vr) i.e.
during a consecutive drop of relative velocity to zero.

The described changes take place cyclically during each period
of vibrations. They are a consequence of cyclic changes in the
magnitude and direction of elastic deformations of roughness

Fig. 7. Time characteristics of xA, vA, vv, vr and friction force FF determined at the frequency f¼4000 Hz, when va¼0.25 mm/sovd¼0.5 mm/s; (a–c) Dahl model,
(d–f) Coulomb model.
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Fig. 9. Time characteristics of xA, vA, vv, vr and friction force FF determined at the frequency f¼4000 Hz, when va¼3.0 mm/s4vd¼0.5 mm/s; (a–c) Dahl model and (d–f)
Coulomb model.

Fig. 8. Time characteristics of xA, vA, vv, vr and friction force FF determined at the frequency f¼4000 Hz, when va¼0.75 mm/s4vd¼0.5 mm/s; (a–c) Dahl model and
(d–f) Coulomb model.
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Fig. 10. Graphic representation of changes in friction force FF in relation to elastic deformation of roughness asperities for the Dahl model; (a) va¼0.25 mm/sovd¼0.5 mm/s,
(b) va¼0.75 mm/s4vd¼0.5 mm/s and (c) va¼3.0 mm/s4vd¼0.5 mm/s.

Fig. 11. Time characteristics of the friction force FF for various amplitudes of vibrations velocity va; f¼4000 Hz, vd¼0.5 mm/s and kt¼80.0 N/mm
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asperities in relation to the path of the sliding body. This
phenomenon has been illustrated in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 illustrates examples of friction force profiles FF deter-
mined with the use of Dahl model at drive velocity vd¼0.5 mm/s
and the force frequency f¼4000 Hz for five magnitudes of vibra-
tions velocity amplitude va¼0.60, 0.75, 1.0, 1.75 and 8.0 mm/s.

Computations were carried out assuming that the coefficient of
tangential stiffness of the contact area, kt¼80.0 N/mm. This
particular value has not been selected randomly. In experiments
carried out with the view of verification of simulating analyses,
the sliding pairs were used for which the surface roughness
Ra¼0.26 mm (for the upper, steel specimen) and Ra¼0.35 mm
(for the lower, cast iron specimen). Experiments targeting deter-
mination of dry contact stiffness for such sliding pairs [34] under
normal pressures identical to those utilised during simulating
analyses, i.e. p¼0.046 N/mm2 yielded the given above value of
the tangential stiffness coefficient of the contact analysed. For
comparison, Fig. 11 illustrates also the profile of friction force for the
Coulomb model determined at the drive velocity vd¼0.5 mm/s and
the forced vibrations velocity amplitude va¼8.0 mm/s.

Fig. 12. Influence of the contact stiffness on: (a) profile of friction force FF,
(b) reduction of the drive force Fd in the presence of longitudinal tangential
vibrations; f¼4000 Hz, va¼75 mm/s, vd¼0.5 mm/s; Dahl model.

Fig. 13. Comparison of computed runs of friction force FF for various friction models with results of experiments: (a) vd¼0.62 mm/s and va¼1.76 mm/s, (b) vd¼0.62 mm/s
and va¼3.44 mm/s.

Fig. 14. Comparison of computed changes of the drive force Fd under the influence
of longitudinal tangential vibrations with results of experiments.
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In the Dahl, Dupont and LuGre dynamic models the friction force
is a function of the contact stiffness in the tangential direction,
whose measure is the coefficient of stiffness kt. Fig. 12a presents the
profiles of this force, computed with the use of Dahl model, for
selected values of kt, at frequency of excitation f¼4000 Hz and the
vibrations velocity amplitude va¼0.75 mm/s. It was assumed in
computations that vd¼0.5 mm/s. Fig. 12b, in turn, presents graphs
of Fd#v/Fd#s¼ f(kv) generated for the same values of kt which
illustrate a profile of variability of drive force Fd#v under the
influence of forced longitudinal, tangential vibrations in relation to
the magnitude of Fd#s of this force without vibrations as a function
of a dimensionless coefficient kv¼va/vd.

It can be seen from these graphs how important the tangential
contact stiffness is on the friction force and on the magnitude of
drive force variability in sliding motion in the presence of long-
itudinal tangential vibrations. Assuming an erroneous value of the
coefficient of tangential stiffness kt i.e. different than that in a real
contact, may lead to significant errors and lack of compliance
between the computational and experimental results. It can also
be seen from the graphs in Fig. 12b that in each case when the
coefficient kv attains the value greater than 1, which refers to the
fulfillment of the requirement of the amplitude va of forced
vibrations velocity being greater than the nominal drive velocity
vd (va4vd), the drive force is reduced. At a sufficiently high value
of coefficient kv it is possible to achieve a greater than 20-fold
reduction of the drive force essential to initiate sliding motion of a
body and to maintain this motion.

5. Experimental verification of computational analyses
results

The results of computational analyses were verified through
their comparison with the outcomes of experiments carried out
on the test stand described earlier. Fig. 13 illustrates a compara-
tive example of time characteristics of friction force generated
through simulating analyses, carried out using three friction
models (Dahl, Dupont and Coulomb) analysed in this paper, in
relation to experimental results. The comparison is presented for
a steel/steel frictional couple for two individual sets of input data.
It has been assumed in both cases that the velocity amplitude va

of forced vibrations is greater than the nominal drive velocity
vd¼0.62 mm/s. For the first set, va¼1.76 mm/s has been
assumed, whilst for the second set, va¼3.44 mm/s. Experiments
were conducted for dry contacts at the input frequency
f¼3900 Hz. The mass of the moving body was m¼0.5 kg, whilst
the nominal surface of the body contact with the support was
S¼1200 mm2. Roughness parameter Ra of the contact surface was
Ra¼1.01 mm for the support, whilst for the moving body,
Ra¼0.26 mm. Additional external load on the sliding body in the
direction perpendicular to the movement was Fe¼61.8 N. Stresses
normal to the contact surface in the case analysed were
p¼0.056 N/mm2. The experimentally determined value of the
coefficient of tangential contact stiffness of the contact under
investigation was kt¼78 N/mm. The measurements of this coeffi-
cient were conducted using a stand described in work [34].

Fig. 14 illustrates a comparison of the computationally deter-
mined changes of the drive force, Fd, under the influence of
longitudinal tangential vibrations with that achieved experimen-
tally. The investigations were carried out for dry contacts at the
forced frequency f¼2600 Hz. The nominal drive velocity was
vd¼0.31 mm/s, external load Fe¼31.8 N, p¼0.031 N/mm2 and
kt¼72 N/mm. A variability of amplitude va of the vibrations
velocity was achieved by varying the amplitude u0 of these
vibrations.

It can be seen from the comparison presented in Figs. 13 and
14 that analyses carried out with the use of Dahl friction model
yield a very good agreement between simulated computations
and experimental results. No such agreement was achieved when
Coulomb or Dupont models were used.

6. Summary

Both simulation and experimentally measured data clearly
demonstrate that the effect of reduction of driving force essential
for initiating and for continuing sliding motion is observed both at
high- and at low-frequency vibrations, whilst the criterion for its
occurrence is the requirement that the amplitude va of the
vibrations velocity is greater than the drive velocity vd (va4vd).

At an imposed nominal velocity of sliding of a given body over
the vibrating support the reduction of this force can be controlled
through an appropriate selection of vibrations frequency and/or
their amplitude due to the fact that the amplitude of vibrations
velocity is a function of these two factors.

However, the consideration of only vibration factors (amplitude
and frequency) and nominal sliding velocity during computations of
the drive force, essential for initiating and maintaining the sliding
motion in the presence of longitudinal tangential vibrations, is not
sufficient because this force also depends substantially on the
tangential stiffness of the contact which, in turn, is a function of
normal stresses and the contact’s surface roughness. Assuming an
inappropriate value of the contact tangential stiffness coefficient
always results in an erroneous value of estimation of this force. In
extreme cases, the computational error can exceed the true value of
the drive force by more than 100%.

It has been shown in this work that the commonly accepted
view that the reduction of the drive force in sliding motion under
the influence of forced longitudinal tangential vibrations, is a
consequence of cyclic changes in the sign of the vector of friction
forces taking place in each vibrations period when only the
amplitude of the vibrations velocity is greater than the velocity
of the sliding motion, is untrue. Such view has resulted from the
use of Coulomb frictional models in computational analyses.
Computations carried out with the use of dynamic models
demonstrate that the phenomenon of reduction of the drive force
may take place also without a change in the sign of the friction
force vector.

It was found that the best consistency of computational results
with experimentally measured data was achieved with the use of
the Dahl model of friction. It needs to be emphasised, however,
that the analyses presented in this work were carried out at
relatively low normal pressure (p¼0.031–0.081 N/mm2). At such
low pressure, a non-linear dependence of tangential deformations
of the contact upon tangential stresses may occur at the initial
stages of loading of the contact in the tangential direction, as
assumed in the Dahl model. Under higher normal pressure, in the
initial stages of application of the tangential stresses the tangen-
tial deformations of the contact may be linearly dependent on
these stresses and under such circumstances an improvement in
the extent of consistence needs to be anticipated between
computational analyses carried out with the use of the Dupont
model with the experimental results, whilst making agreement
with the Dahl model somewhat worse.
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